The leading supplier of advanced solutions for assembly &
automation systems worldwide.

KEY FACTS

CORE COMPETENCIES

From the development of your specialized machines through to
manufacturing and commissioning as well as a comprehensive
programming work for a worry-free start in your company –
ruhlamat is your reliable partner.

As a longstanding specialist in the field of specialized machine engineering,
ruhlamat offers you individually tailored as well as standardized machine
solutions since 1991. Our aim is to provide you with precise tools to
sustainably boost the success of your company.
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2 DEVELOPMENT

1.200 +
EMPLOYEES
WORLDWIDE

10 + MILLION

140 MIO

kWh GREEN ELECTRICITY
IN-HOUSE PRODUCTION

EURO
TURNOVER

ruhlamat GmbH
Sonnenacker 2
OT Marksuhl
99834 Gerstungen
Germany
Tel.: +49 36925 - 929 0
Fax: +49 36925 - 929 111
info@ruhlamat.de
www.ruhlamat.com
Follow us on YouTube & LinkedIn
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PROCESS & TECHNOLOGY

INDUSTRIES & MARKETS

From classic assembly processes to modern control systems and image
processing programs to unique and patented process solutions for
various processes, you are in professional and competent hands with
ruhlamat.

Assembly

DIGITALIZATION & INDUSTRY 4.0

We provide ruhlamat machine concepts as customer-specific individual
productions, proven standard modules or turn-key complete solutions.
Our assembly machines are used for:

SERVICE

Digitalization and Industry 4.0 are no longer just buzzwords. More
and more, a digital and smart way of working is also becoming
established in industry. Contact us and benefit from our digital
possibilities already in the concept phase.

Control Systems

US Wire Embedding 2D/3D

Joining/Bonding

Testing

Get fast
remote
support with
Virtual Assist.

Welding

AUTOMOTIVE

HEALTHCARE

Sorting/Feeding

Machine Vision

Keep your
manufacturing
figures at a
glance with

We accompany our customer not only during the implementation of
a project, but also after completion. In each phase we focus on the
achievement of your individual aims.

Hotline

Training

Qualified and experienced service personnel
are on hand to help and assist you with all
of your questions on the ruhlamat hotline.

With the focus on availability, we offer
you sophisticated training programmes
covering a variety of topics.

Spare Parts

Remote Support

Replacement parts with manufacturer
quality form the basis for a safe and
fault-free production process.

Remote support creates a data exchange
between your automation systems and our
tech-support should a malfunction occur.

Upgrades

Service Contract

Changes with respect to the use of
materials and production processes
can result during the life cycle of your
specialized machine.

Shape your service contract individually
based on your needs. Also benefit
from low prices and faster response
times with our service contract.

Field Service

Maintenance

Our qualified specialists provide assistance
with your production, especially during
the start-up phase of a new machine.

Seamless processes and trouble-free
production are ensured by regular
service and maintenance.

Benefit
from virtual
commissioning
with your

Digital Twin.

FAST HANDLING

HIGH PRECISION

INDIVIDUAL SOLUTIONS

NEW DRIVE TECHNOLOGIES

CONSUMER GOODS

HOTLINE

MAINTENANCE

FIELD SERVICE

